
Vendor 1 

 

1. How many Named Users do you currently expect to need for the proposed system?1. How many 

Named Users do you currently expect to need for the proposed system? We have at least 36 secretaries, 

40 administrators, 40 counselors, 10 central office staff members, and all teachers (who will need some 

level of access). 

2. You state that there are approximately 9,500 current student files. Can you possibly be more precise? 

3. To accurately provide a solution proposal, I will need to know how much cloud storage you would 

likely need. To do that I need an accurate rendering of your current physical archive. Can you please give 

me a good estimate on how many images would be in each student file? One page may have two images 

if front and back are needed. I will multiply that number by the file count to get an image number and 

then calculate out the amount of needed storage.  

There are 9,852 students currently enrolled. Each student has a Student Scholastic Record, which can 

range in size from 65 to 75 pages per regular folder that does not include a Scholastic Record Insert. 

Scholastic Record Inserts are for Sped, 504, TAG (Talented & Gifted), EL (English Learners), SCT (School 

Consultation Team), & Speech. They have a wide range and cannot be determined unless you looked at 

each student file. 

If a student withdraws from us, then there would be around 10 additional sheets per file that we print 

from PowerSchool. 

4. Do the actual file folders have information that needs to be scanned as well?  

The front cover of the Student Scholastic Record has information. The newest version of Student 

Scholastic Record has a page on the inside cover for student photos. I am unsure if we want to continue 

with in an electronic system. 

  

The front cover of the Scholastic Record Insert has information, but not all students have this. 

 

5. What are the specific index criteria that you would want the folders saved under? i.e. first name, last 

name, student ID, DOB etc.  

Student Name including Last, First, & Middle  
Student ID Number 
State Testing ID Number 
Date of Birth 
Graduation Year 
Withdrawal Year 
School Name 
 

6. If you want to use a student ID number or other specific index item like that, how many characters are 

in it?  

Student ID Number – 7 characters 



State Testing ID Number – 10 characters 
 
7. How many files are added per year?  

Per year is based on current enrollment. It would be all Pre-School, those receiving Sped 

Services/Speech that are not yet enrolled in school, Kindergarten, and any students transferring from 

other school divisions throughout the school year.  

Currently there are 1,127 this year meeting the criteria of Pre-School, those receiving Sped 

Services/Speech that are not yet enrolled in school, and Kindergarten.  

Those transferring in are estimated to be around 1,200 during the school year. This can change 

each year. The estimate is based off a past year. 

8. Will this records system need to be integrated with any other systems? If yes, what are those 

systems? Please be as detailed as possible.  

Yet to be determined. Probably PowerSchool. 

9. Are you planning on doing the backfile conversion of the physical archive yourselves, internally?  

Yet to be determined. 

10. Can you make available to potential vendors all of the questions that have been submitted? 

We can post these and other responses on the BCPS website near the RFP posting. 

 

Vendor 2 

 

1)      Our solution is licensed by the features included with each user. Please provide the desired number 

of user licenses of each type, for each deployment option under consideration.  

a.       How many full users are required? (full repository access: scan, add, edit / version 

documents, build forms / workflows, participate in workflows, admin. system)  We do not know 

who will need this at each school. This will have to be discussed as a group during 

implementation. 

  

b.       How many participant users are required? (unlimited submission and participation in forms 

processes, read-only repository access) We are unsure of this as well. 

  

2)      Our solution also offers portals for non-authenticated users. 

a.       Public Portal: This option allows read-only access to the repository for anonymous public 

users. Please indicate your preference with regards to a public portal, along with estimated 

number of concurrent users AND monthly views.  We will follow FERPA for access. 

  

b.       Forms Portal: This option allows anonymous forms submissions by non-licensed public 

users. Please indicate your preference with regards to the forms portal option, along with 

estimated monthly submissions. Unsure. 



  

3)      Do you have any estimates for the amount of content that will be stored in the system? 

a.       Diskspace estimation? Unsure 

b.       Quantity of physical documents? There are 9,852 students currently enrolled. Each student 

has a Student Scholastic Record, which can range in size from 65 to 75 pages per regular folder 

that does not include a Scholastic Record Insert. Scholastic Record Inserts are for Sped, 504, TAG 

(Talented & Gifted), EL (English Learners), SCT (School Consultation Team), & Speech. They have 

a wide range and cannot be determined unless you looked at each student file.  If a student 

withdraws from us, then there would be around 10 additional sheets per file that we print from 

PowerSchool. 

  

4)      Is there an existing ECM or document management system in place?  

a.       If yes, what is it? Please provide as much detail as possible.  PaperVision Enterprise for 

graduated student records, not current (active) student records 

  

b.       How is content currently stored? (shared drives, local folders, Google Drive, etc.) Local 

server 

c.       Do you currently have any workflows or automated business processes? No 

o If so, please provide a typical example along with estimated number of total workflows.  

d.       Do you currently use any electronic forms? Meal application forms, Personnel onboarding 

(TalentEd) 

o If so, please provide a typical example along with estimated number of total forms.  

o What is your current electronic forms solution?  

5)      Has the issuer already considered any solutions?  

a.        If so, which? 

b.       Have you seen demonstrations? YellowFolder 

c.       Please feel free to provide feedback on any systems under consideration. 

6)      Is there any relevant incumbent for any portion of the work being requested in the RFP? No 

7)      Will there be any data conversion or migration services needed for this project? If we put our grad 

records in the same system as our current students then yes.  

a.       Do you have any estimates for the amount of content that will be converted or migrated? 

No 

o Number of documents 

o Number of pages 

o Diskspace estimation 

o Database size   

o How many database tables contain information we will need for the migration? (ex. 

documents, versions, metadata, annotations, etc.)  

o Any additional information you can provide on the system that may be helpful. 

b.       Can you provide the make, model, and version of system that we will be working with? 

PaperVision Enterprise by Digitech Systems, Inc. 

www.digitechsystems.com 

Again, this is for past graduate student records. We do not have a system for current 

(active) student records. 

  



c.       If the current system is utilizing a database, what platform is it on? (SQL, Oracle, etc.) 

                                     i.      Is there backend access to the database, or do we have to do an export through the 

current system? 

d.       Do you have a set number of document types or metadata categories to be converted? 

e.        Do you want annotations from your current system migrated? 

f.       Are you using versioning in your current system? 

8)      Will any applications need to be integrated? No 

a.       Which applications (including version if possible) and how would you like them to interact 

with our system? 

9)      What document types will be stored (HR records, client documents, building plans, etc.)? Student 

records 

a.       If metadata templates (collections of metadata fields associated with each document type, 

for use in indexing) are required, approximately how many? 

10)   For forms and workflow development, will the selected vendor be responsible for building the 

required forms and workflows, or will the proposer’s staff be performing development after 

proper training?  The selected vendor will be responsible for building the required forms and 

workflows. 

a.       If vendor development is preferred, please provide some examples of forms and workflows, 

as well as an estimated count, for cost estimation purposes.  

11)   If you plan on using existing scanners with this solution, are they ISIS or TWAIN compatible?  

12)   If we are not selected, will there be any opportunity for a debrief or other feedback? Yes 

13)   Can conference calls and web meetings be used for this project, or is on-site attendance a 

requirement? Web meetings are just fine. 

14)   Our customers generally prefer remote training due the ease of scheduling and travel savings. 

Remote training sessions are recorded and provided to the customer to allow them to reuse as 

needed. Is this approach acceptable, or would you require on-site training? Format can be 

discussed and is negotiable. 

15)   Do you plan on using a single sign-on service (SSO)? Unsure 

a.       Which provider(s) do you have or plan to use? 

16)   Do you have an Active Directory (AD) containing the users for the new solution? Yes 

a.       If so, can we sync with your AD to significantly reduce the amount of time required for user 

configuration? Can be negotiated 

17)   Will you be providing the requested forms to certify that all proposed staff have no criminal record? 

Does the certification statement at the end of the invitation to submit proposals cover this 

requirement?  We will provide these to the successful vendor. 

 

 

Vendor 3 

One of the Qualifications requests a certification: 
 
D.  Include certification that all proposed staff working on the project have no criminal record.  Forms 
for this certification will be provided by the owner. 
  



I have not found the certification form in the materials provided, would you be able to provide me with 
that form? That form can be completed at a later date. 
 
 

Vendor 4 

 
1. In reference to Proposal Characteristics, Section B, Page 2:  To help us better outline our Project 

Implementation Plan, when is the anticipate Go-Live date for this project?  We will work with 
the successful vendor to establish a date based on implementation logistics. Implementation is 
based on adequate budgeting in the next fiscal year. 

2. In reference to Proposal Characteristics, Section B, Page 2:  What is the Board’s involvement? 
The elected School Board approved the RFP and will approve the contract award. 

3. In reference to Proposal Characteristics, Section D, Page 2:  Would the selected vendor be 
required to go on-site to all 21 locations for training and implementation? Training format will 
be determined with the successful vendor. Often virtual or online trainings are effective.  

4. In reference to Software Requirements, Bullet 5 and 6:  How would BCPS envision Parents or 
Third Parties access the records? We want to learn more about product capabilities before 
making a final decision on this. Ideally, parents and students will have password protected 
access to records. 

5. In reference to Software Requirements, Bullet 7:  Will BCPS be outsourcing any digitization 
services to the selected vendor for archive records? Perhaps. 

6. How is the Student Records department currently managing their documents and data today? 
Each school maintains a paper cumulative folder for each student. 

 
 

 


